Delivering Uncompromised (DU)

To deliver un-compromised war fighting capabilities to operating forces without critical information and/or technology being wittingly or unwittingly lost, stolen, denied, degraded or inappropriately given away or sold

- National Security, Defense, & Military, Strategies...
  - But **NO** Strategy to Secure Innovation — not valued/undervalued

- Threat **GREATEST** ever — highly contested environment
  - IC reporting, IC analysis, & Open Source supports
  - We are **NOT WINNING** — losses are profound
  - We’ve mapped methods of operation & points of contact

- What value is in our Innovation? — Is it worth protecting?

- Now is time to take back the initiative — **“DU” is the GOAL!**
DU – How Might It Work?

- Tax Incentives; Litigation Reform; Insurance Market Reform; Contracts Warranties & Representations; International Norms
- Supplier Readiness Reform; Government Procurement Reform; Technology & Innovation